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does not mean, however, that it has the same status as the high sea and that
the freedoms of the sea necessarily apply to the-seabed . What we must do is
to develop a new concept for the seabed beyond national jurisdiction, in the
same way that a new Concept was devéloped for the continental shelf .

One such new concept, that the seabed beyond national jurisdiction
represents the "common heritage of mankind", is in many respects an attractive
one . But as a legal principle it raises-certain difficulties . One such
difficulty is that beginning with the view that the seabed is the common heritage
of mankind tends to predetermine the nature of the seabed's legal regime . It
might be more constructive to begin with discussion of particular legal
principles, whiçh might lead to agreement on a comprehensive regime, rathe r
than to seek initial agreement on a broad concept from which particular principles
could then be determined . The theory of the common heritage of mankind raise s
so many questions as' to its possible implications for other areas and other
resources that the concept requires much further thought than it has so far
received .

Among the various types of legal regime for the seabed which have been
suggested so far, those which involve dividing up the entire seabed and ocean-
floor among the coastal states already appear to have been rejected by the
international community; Those theoretical systems that do not involve national'
appropriation can be broadly summarized as follows :

(1) Systems tinder which states and their nationals would
exploit seabed resources subject to an agreed body of
rules but without any,international control agency or
machinery beyond .a simple registration procedure ;

(2) systems under which an international agency, or the
United Nations'itself, might act as a trustee in
controlling exploitation of the seabed by states and
their nationals ;

(3) systems under which sovereignty over the seabed might
be granted to the United Nations, which could itself
carry on exploitation activities .

There appears to be general agreement that the regime to•be adopted
should ensure exploitatiôn of the seabed in the interests of humanity and for
the benefit of mankind, having regard to the special needs and interests of the
developing countries .* The provision concerning the special needs and interest s
of the less-developed countries has been written into all United Nations resolutions
on this subject . Accordingly, many developing countries favor a regime or system
which would be based on strong control or ownership by an international agency
or by the United Nations itself . .

On the question of establishing international machinery, the nature
of the regime would determine whether any machinery is required and what its
nature and scope should be . Even'the most laissez-faire regime would probably
require at least a central registry of licences for exploration and exploitation .
Control or ownership by an international agency or the United Nations would
imply the creation of international machinery of an extensive kind for whic h
no precedent exists .


